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-I am here to give you the perspective of SME music actors on the subject of
today’s meeting, ‘copyright and music in the digital age’, which is very topical
with the recent publication of the DSM strategy.

-IMPALA is a European association representing independent music companies who
are world leaders in terms of innovation and discovering new music and artists.
They are the principal investors and risk-takers in the sector, responsible for 80% of
the investment and new releases. They also represent over 80% of the sector’s
jobs. 99% of music companies are small or even micro actors, with very few
medium sized companies - they are known as the "independents".

-IMPALA's mission is to grow the independent music sector, return more value to
artists, promote cultural diversity and entrepreneurship, improve political access
and modernise perceptions of the music sector.

- So why are independent companies the biggest investor and risk taker in the
music sector today? Its dependent on five elements: i) an early adopter state of
mind; ii) working closely with artists and focusing on their long term career; iii)
being able to work with a network of labels and experts in each territory, while
licensing digitally on a multi-territory basis; iv) getting sufficient revenues in to
share with artists and continue investing and growing; v) being able to run a
solidarity system across a label, which allows revenues from one artist to support
investment in others.

-We believe this background is vital to have when considering issues such as how
copyright and remuneration works in practice, and what needs to "fixed".

What should we aim for?
In our view, the aim should be three-fold: i) for music fans to have access to the
great diversity of music that exists today, across borders, ii) to have a functioning
digital eco-system where creators and partners thrive, iii) to boost growth and jobs
in the music/cultural and creative sector.

Where are we now?
Today, music is available everywhere in Europe, across borders and through many
different channels. There are hundreds of services and millions of tracks available.
Music services are portable and easily accessible across borders.

Musical ‘content’ leads the growth of digital – to illustrate this: 9 in 10 of the most
watched clips on YouTube are music videos; 7 in 10 of the most followed people on
both Facebook and Twitter are music artists.

The contribution of the music sector is huge: social, cultural, economic, soft
power, we have great artists/authors/performers/technicians/labels, and the
digital market will grow this further if the system around it fosters diversity and
growth.



Indeed our members see the digital market as a fundamental leveller in an
increasingly concentrated market. Independent music companies and their artists
have been at the forefront of online for nearly twenty years and have their own
worldwide licensing agency – a one-stop-shop called "Merlin".

Regarding copyright. Well, the current copyright system allowed us to get to where
we are now, but today the market has certain imbalances. Work is needed to i)
achieve a distortion-free licensing market, and ii) drive the Digital Single Market
through culture & creativity, which we should remember is one of the EU’s
strongest assets, one which cannot be relocated.

At IMPALA, we have recently published a Digital Action Plan, a 10-point strategy to
achieve these aims.

i) Aiming for a distortion-free licensing market
Music is everywhere. Now we need to grow the market and make sure more
revenue can flow to creators and the whole ecosystem. We need a licensing market
that is free from barriers to access. A level playing field is key. For this to happen,
a few ‘fixes’ are needed, some of them tackled in the Digital Single Market
strategy published last week.

-One of these is the so-called unintended “value gap” which needs to be closed by
clarifying that those who distribute or intervene in distribution of creative works
are active and responsible for obtaining copyright licences under the copyright
directive, and are not neutral carriers who can benefit from the so-called 'safe
harbour’, as some of them continue to claim. The perfect illustration is YouTube,
now the world’s biggest music service, yet one which is clearly
"underlicensing". The current situation is detrimental to the music eco-system as a
whole, from authors and performers all the way to properly licensed music services
such as world leaders in streaming Spotify & Deezer – both European. By
attempting to hide behind the ‘safe harbour’, YouTube and others are putting
downward pressure on rates and effectively devaluing music.

So to sum this up, the first issue for us is to ensure a functioning licensing market
and that means addressing the value gap in the context of the copyright directive.

=> In this regard, we welcome the EC’s intention to clarify the rules on the
activities of intermediaries in relation to copyright-protected content.

=> With this objective of a distortion-free licensing market in mind,
IMPALA also welcomes the move to step up action against illegal activity
("follow the money" approach), as well as the review of notice and take
down procedures, and of course the wider question of intermediaries' duty
of care.

-Regarding exceptions, our members believe Europe should avoid new exceptions
which would cut across revenues unnecessarily. At the same time we should make
sure existing exceptions work in practice. Private copying is a good example – all
schemes should be kept up to date and cover all devices used to make private
copies, and should be based on surveys on copying. (Private copying compensation
must be paid by those who benefit from the exception rather than being passed on
to the state.)

This is important since creative actors such as our members need legal certainty to
license and grow a distortion-free digital single market.



Now turning to our second point ii) The bigger picture: An industrial policy for
culture is needed to level the playing field, rebalance the market and grow the
Digital Single Market through culture and creativity

This new industrial policy focusing on the unique strength and diversity of Europe’s
cultural and creative sectors is the key to a successful Digital Single Market through
which Europe will be the world’s strongest and most inclusive digital player. This is
the over-arching focus of our Digital Action Plan.

I will just mention a few of the points we believe need to be tackled as part of the
conclusions on copyright, which after all, should be about growing opportunities for
creators and citizens:

-Rules of engagement online (point n° 4 of our action plan)

Among the points here are revisiting the anonymity/liability equation when the
time comes to review the position of intermediaries: We also believe the EU should
consider a possible non-discrimination principle applying to search and data, as
well as to online music services, to ensure they do not discriminate between large
and small repertoire owners. Among other things, and to support a new approach
to intellectual property and copyright, we believe the Parliament could also
encourage the adoption of new rules to prohibit unfair trading practices against
SMEs.

=> In this regard, we welcome the EC's commitment to tackle the issue of
the role of online platform andintermediaries, and particularly the
relationship between big online platforms and SME suppliers.

-Growing Europe’s missing middle (point n° 5)

Europe must grow its “missing middle” by creating the best possible conditions for
smaller cultural actors who contribute the most in terms of jobs and innovation,
and by opposing further concentration in cultural markets.

-Improving digital infrastructure (point N° 11)

Better infrastructure, increased connection speeds, more competition between
telecom operators, and lower roaming costs would go a long way in boosting the
digital market.

Quickly, other points which we believe Europe should tackle as part of this
industrial policy for culture (and which are examined in more detail in our action
plan)

-Improving pluralism and diversity online (as well as offline)
-Introducing greater fiscal fairness
-Mapping and measuring the sectors and how creativity works
-Increasing investment through a new financial approach to culture, e.g. better
valuation of copyright and other intangible assets.
-Placing culture and diversity at the heart of Europe’s international work

Conclusion
The challenge for Europe now is to take the steps required to build the right
environment for creativity. Let’s make the most of the Digital Single Market, let’s
build on our strengths, let’s make Europe the best place in the world to invest in
copyright, take risks and be an artist. We look to the Parliament to encourage a
broad industrial policy approach to this.


